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Croatia and Serbia are among a number of countries where the EBRD 

invests that have recently adopted new statutory regimes with an extra 

judicial element to encourage business restructuring. In Croatia new 

legislation is in effect, forcing certain businesses facing financial 

difficulties to apply for the first stage of pre-bankruptcy settlement 

proceedings with one of the country’s financial agencies. The initial 

“procedural” stage is conducted before the Croatian Financial Agency 

(FINA) and the court plays a subsequent role in confirming the final 

settlement agreement. In Serbia it is possible to present a pre-packaged 

reorganisation plan under the Bankruptcy Act, during which prior 

negotiations with creditors and a creditors’ vote are conducted out of court 

(with the plan being confirmed by the bankruptcy judge following a formal 

creditors’ vote before the judge). For businesses with liquidity problems, or 

at risk of insolvency, there is a new mediation-based and completely 

voluntary consensual financial restructuring (CFR) procedure, which takes 

place in the offices of the Serbian Chamber of Commerce and Industry 

(CCIS). This article provides in-depth analysis by practitioners and experts 

on the challenges and impacts of the new Croatian and Serbian 

legislation. 

The Croatian Financial Operations and Pre-Bankruptcy Settlement Act 

The Financial Operations and Pre-Bankruptcy Settlement Act (the Act) was introduced in 

October 2012 to address the widespread illiquidity of many Croatian legal entities, which 

had been exacerbated by the financial crisis. Bankruptcy proceedings conducted before 

the commercial courts were, at times, excessively long and protracted. In creating the Act, 

one of the principal aims of the Croatian government and legislature was to fast-track the 

reorganisation of businesses facing financial difficulties and improve their prospects of 

recovery.  

The objectives of the Act are to return an entrepreneur to liquidity/solvency through a 

financial restructuring and to enable creditors to satisfy their claims more favourably than 

within ordinary bankruptcy proceedings. The Act’s most significant introduction is the pre-

bankruptcy procedure for entrepreneurs (legal entities and traders), which aims to 

facilitate a rapid financial restructuring of the debtor with majority creditor support. The Act 

also regulates the financial operations of entrepreneurs, the performance of their 

monetary obligations and the financial supervision of corporate legal entities. 
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Overview of the new pre-bankruptcy procedure  

The focus of the pre-bankruptcy procedure is to reach a pre-bankruptcy settlement 

agreement between the debtor and its majority creditors. The procedure is intended to be 

a first resort for most businesses in the early stages of illiquidity and insolvency, with 

formal bankruptcy proceedings reserved for those who fail to reach an agreement with 

their creditors. It involves a preliminary administrative phase conducted before the 

Croatian Financial Agency (FINA),1 followed by a judicial phase before the court, where the 

settlement agreement (or financial restructuring plan) is approved.  

The preliminary administrative phase is overseen by a FINA “settlement committee”, which 

consists of three members appointed by the Ministry of Finance. These members are, in 

turn, responsible for appointing a pre-bankruptcy trustee from a list of certified bankruptcy 

administrators to co-manage the debtor and, most importantly, supervise any of its 

disbursements. The settlement committee’s decision can only be appealed before the 

Ministry of Finance and, if rejected, can only progress further as an administrative claim 

before a competent administrative court (the final level of appeal). 

Only the debtor can initiate pre-bankruptcy proceedings. The debtor must start the 

procedure within 60 days of illiquidity or 21 days of insolvency (as defined under the Act). 

Failure to file for pre-bankruptcy within the statutory period can result in fines ranging from 

1,000 to 1,000,000 kuna (approximately €130 to €130,000) payable by the debtor. No 

additional (personal) liabilities are envisaged by the Act. Nevertheless, the debtor is not 

obliged to initiate the procedure if it does not own any assets or if the assets are of 

insignificant value and it does not have any employees. As the pre-bankruptcy procedure 

aims to expedite the financial restructuring of the debtor, it must be completed within 

120 days of its official commencement. As soon as the proceeding is initiated, the 

competent settlement committee will publish a decision on the opening of the settlement 

procedure on FINA’s website.  

Once the decision is published, creditors have 30 days to file their claims. There is no 

obligation to provide creditors with any other notice. During the procedure, the debtor is 

required to prepare and present the restructuring plan to its creditors (an initial draft of 

which is submitted with the debtor’s request to begin proceedings). The plan must provide 

an overview of acknowledged and disputed claims, a debt repayment plan and/or a 

proposal to convert the creditors’ claims into equity in the debtor. For the purpose of voting 

on the plan, creditors are divided into three groups – state and majority state-owned 

companies, financial institutions and other creditors. If creditors representing more than 

half of all acknowledged claims disagree with the proposed plan, they can present a 

competing plan. If the debtor accepts the competing plan, FINA will schedule a vote by 

creditors on the plan. Votes by creditors are conducted in writing.  

The prescribed creditor majority for adopting the restructuring plan is at least half of each 

class by value or, alternatively, creditors representing two-thirds by value of the total 

amount of creditors’ claims across all classes acknowledged by the plan. To date, most 

plans have been adopted with the approval of the latter because the majority of claims are 

from financial institutions such as banks. This means that banks can, in practice, out-vote 

other types of creditors. Unlike the Serbian pre-packaged reorganisation plan below, a plan 

in pre-bankruptcy proceedings could, in theory, be adopted with the consent of only one 

class of creditors, provided the class’s claim exceeds more than two-thirds of all 

acknowledged claims. 

If the restructuring plan is approved by the majority of creditors, the debtor must then file a 

request before the competent commercial court to confirm the plan. The commercial court 

verifies that all procedural requirements set out in the Act during the preliminary FINA 

phase have been satisfied but is not required to examine the overall “fairness” of the plan. 

The commercial court’s decision on confirmation of the pre-bankruptcy settlement plan 

brings the pre-bankruptcy procedure to an end. Parties may, nonetheless, appeal against 

the commercial court’s decision before the high commercial court. So far appeals have 

been decided relatively quickly and, in most cases, were rejected. This is presumably due 

to the narrow competence of the commercial courts in the pre-bankruptcy procedure.  
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Implementation issues 

When the Act was introduced in 2012 by “Sabor”, the Croatian parliament, part of the 

jurisdiction of the commercial courts over insolvency matters was indirectly transferred to 

a state administrative body – FINA. The Act received – and continues to receive – 

substantial negative criticism from legal theorists and commercial court judges. Questions 

have been raised about the constitutionality of the Act2 and its compliance with the 

European Convention on Human Rights,3 which states that, in the determination of his or 

her civil rights, “everyone is entitled to a fair and public hearing within a reasonable time 

by an independent and impartial tribunal established by law”. Another concern is the lack 

of proper governance over the admission of claims in the new procedure. Under the 

current Act the debtor is the only person or entity authorised to completely or partially 

acknowledge or refute a claim in cases where the creditor does not have an enforceable 

act pursuant to Croatian law (for example, in the form of a final judicial decision or deed of 

enforcement).  

A dishonest debtor could therefore, in theory, ask a related party to file a false claim 

before FINA and to acknowledge that related claim. If the amount of the claim were 

significant, it could enable the related party to out-vote other (real) creditors voting on the 

pre-bankruptcy settlement plan. While creditors may appeal any FINA decision before the 

Ministry of Finance, they are not authorised to dispute other creditors’ (existing or non-

existing) claims. If the settlement agreement were confirmed by the court, the debtor 

would be legally obliged to make payments to all creditors pursuant to the terms of the 

settlement plan, including the creditor with the falsified claim, since an appeal would not 

postpone the enforcement of the court’s decision. Alternatively, if the debtor were to 

dispute a creditor’s valid claim, the creditor would be left to continue and/or initiate 

litigation against the debtor for recognition and payment of its claim. Such litigation might 

not be resolved before confirmation of the settlement agreement.  

The Act has been amended three times so far to deal with a number of ambiguities and 

inconsistencies with the Bankruptcy Act. A further amendment is currently under 

consideration. It remains to be seen whether it will address the remaining loopholes in the 

legislation and in particular the existing claims verification process. 

Impact of the pre-bankruptcy procedure 

The Croatian government’s intention when it introduced the Act was to save businesses in 

the early stages of insolvency and their employees’ jobs. While the Act has most certainly 

extended the lifetime of a considerable number of entrepreneurs and businesses in 

Croatia, the full extent of its long-term benefits and effects remain to be seen.  

Since 2012 debtors have initiated 6,890 pre-bankruptcy proceedings, of which only 

1,269 pre-bankruptcy settlements have been successfully confirmed.4 Although the debtor 

may initiate the procedure, it still requires significant creditor support for a successful 

restructuring plan. In most cases restructuring plans grant an initial grace period for the 

debtor to repay its debts, accompanied by a rescheduling of debts over one to five years 

(or possibly longer). Assuming that the debtor is able to meet its payment obligations 

under the new plan, it may be expected to successfully avoid insolvency and save jobs. 

However, the Act may also have unintended negative consequences for small business 

creditors forced to accept a restructuring of their claims in favour of the debtor.  

In parallel with other European Union (EU) legislatures, Croatia has sought with the pre-

bankruptcy settlement procedure to introduce an innovative mechanism for addressing 

issues of illiquidity and insolvency. With the long-anticipated Consumer Bankruptcy Act 

under discussion at the time of this article, the Croatian legislature is certainly active in the 

field of insolvency law.  
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Alternative debt restructuring methods in Serbia  

Similar to Croatia, the global financial crisis severely impacted the corporate sector in 

Serbia and contributed to a sharp rise in the number of insolvent and illiquid companies. 

Since the crisis began, a number of measures have been introduced to promote quicker 

resolution of escalating non-performing loans (NPLs) and financial restructuring of the 

corporate sector. These include the adoption of a new Law on Bankruptcy5 and the Law on 

Consensual Financial Restructuring.6 The new legal framework provides different, albeit 

complementary options that may be used to resolve the financial difficulties of a business 

in an expedited manner. The first approach is the pre-packaged reorganisation plan 

(PPRP), a court-supervised procedure based on majority creditor consensus with 

cramdown of dissenting creditors.7 The second approach is consensual financial 

restructuring (CFR), a voluntary out-of-court procedure. While each approach has 

advantages and limitations, both offer a valid and distinct framework for debt restructuring 

that allows the debtor’s management to remain in place (with little or no formal control on 

their activities). If necessary they may in fact be undertaken in sequence, starting with the 

less formal, quicker and cheaper CFR and only proceeding with PPRP in circumstances 

where no consensus can be reached among key creditors in CFR.  

An overview of the pre-packaged reorganisation plan  

The PPRP is a court-supervised procedure in which the debtor submits a pre-negotiated 

reorganisation plan to the court. The plan is put to a vote, to be accepted or rejected by the 

debtor’s creditors. Creditors vote in a number of classes depending on their legal position 

and the status of their claims (secured or unsecured). Essentially, PPRP is a hybrid work-

out procedure, where the parties (debtor and majority creditors) first engage in a voluntary 

contractual work-out outside of the court procedure, followed by limited court intervention. 

Judicial oversight is confined to examining the legality of the reorganisation plan (such as 

formation of creditors’ classes) and supervising the voting process. If approved by the 

relevant creditor majorities, the plan is confirmed by the court and, as a court judgment, 

becomes an enforceable instrument.  

Given the nature of the procedure and the ability to impose a majority creditor decision on 

a dissenting minority of creditors, the Law on Bankruptcy introduced a series of public 

disclosure requirements. These are aimed at reducing uncertainty and ensuring equal 

access to information by all creditors, especially those who have not participated in the 

initial negotiation phase prior to filing. The extraordinary auditor’s report on the debtor’s 

financial statements is an important element of the disclosure requirements and forms 

part of the documentation submitted with the plan. These financial statements must have 

a cut-off date of no more than 60 days before the filing date. The extraordinary auditor’s 

report is important because it contains an overview of all creditor claims (as per the legal 

criteria set out in the plan) and determines the relevant percentages within each class for 

voting on the plan. In practice bankruptcy judges generally appoint an interim bankruptcy 

administrator to establish the accuracy of the information included in the reorganisation 

plan and control the debtor’s payments during the course of the proceedings. A 

moratorium preventing creditors from taking certain enforcement actions is normally 

imposed by the court for the entire duration of the procedure to safeguard the debtor’s 

assets. The bankruptcy judge will then review the information presented by the debtor, the 

interim administrator and any creditors who file objections, and decide whether or not the 

procedure and the contents of the plan comply with relevant legal requirements. The judge 

not only examines procedural issues, but more fundamentally, is required (and 

empowered) to look into the overall legality of the plan, the formation of classes, as well as 

the treatment of creditors and creditors’ rights under the reorganisation measures 

proposed in the plan. 

Use of pre-packaged reorganisation plans to date 

In the past four years approximately 160 pre-packaged reorganisation plans have been 

filed in Serbia, involving claims exceeding €1.5 billion. The PPRP process is reasonably 

efficient, with an average case running for 4.7 months from the plan’s initiation to its 

adoption (the fastest PPRP was adopted in only 31 days). Costs as a percentage of total 

claims range from 0.1 per cent in large cases to 2.6 per cent in small and medium-sized 
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cases. These figures do not, however, take into consideration the time and cost of 

negotiating and preparing the filing, which may take several months. If dissenting creditors 

wish to appeal the court’s decision to confirm the plan, they must do so within eight days 

of receiving the decision. The appeal may take up to 30 days to process. 

To date nearly 75 per cent of PPRPs proposed by debtors have been approved by the court 

and requisite creditor majorities. Yet in many cases the final outcome of the reorganisation 

process remains problematic. This is due to a number of factors including limitations in the 

plan designs, debt sustainability assumptions and the feasibility of the reorganisation 

measures proposed under the plan. The main issue, however, is a lack of creditor 

involvement and financial support in the form of “new money”. Most often, creditors prefer 

simple debt rescheduling solutions over more substantial forms of financial/operational 

restructuring, which might involve de-leveraging by limited debt write-offs (and/or debt-to-

equity swaps, even though this solution is often widely unacceptable to banks for various 

reasons).  

Main advantages of PPRP and implementation challenges  

The PPRP not only successfully combines a formal and informal approach, but also 

contributes to quick and less costly resolution of corporate financial distress. It has greater 

appeal than ordinary reorganisation within bankruptcy because reputational and legal 

risks are limited (no formal bankruptcy is opened) and debtor’s management remains in 

place for the duration of the proceedings. Further, creditors and the debtor have more 

control over the process (no bankruptcy administrator is appointed and the court and 

interim administrator have limited roles). Another advantage for debtors is that if creditors 

fail to vote for the plan, it does not automatically trigger bankruptcy and liquidation, as in 

the case of ordinary reorganisations. 

However, the PPRP has a number of shortcomings. Because it was built on the existing 

“ordinary reorganisation” procedure, certain issues regarding PPRPs, such as cut-off dates 

for claims, changes to claims and procedures for listing creditors, are not fully or properly 

regulated by the Law on Bankruptcy (mainly due to the fact that both pre-packaged and 

ordinary reorganisation make use of the same set of legal provisions). Further, some 

judges and interim administrators demonstrate a lack of bankruptcy expertise and 

occasionally take a “form over substance approach” when assessing the legality of the 

plan, creditors’ objections and the procedure. In certain cases this is exacerbated by a lack 

of proper involvement by creditors (especially larger creditors such as banks). A combined 

lack of oversight by such key parties may result in (attempted) abuses by debtors, poorly 

drafted plans and, equally important, improper implementation of plans once they are 

approved. One problematic area relates to the treatment of the debtor’s affiliated legal 

entities,8 which are entitled to vote on the plan, provided that their participation in any 

given class does not exceed 30 per cent of the voting rights in that class. Nevertheless, 

debtors often fail to disclose that some of their creditors are affiliated entities and it may 

be difficult to prove whether they should be excluded from voting, especially when key 

parties fail to look into such issues. By treating related legal entities as an ordinary claim, 

they may impose by majority vote undesirable debt restructuring solutions on other 

unrelated creditors. Pre-packaged reorganisation plans may also be used to conceal the 

accountability and liability of the debtor’s management (in particular with regards to those 

activities that led to financial difficulties). Since full bankruptcy is avoided under the PPRP, 

there is no review of previous management’s activities by an independent bankruptcy 

administrator. One final challenge to the successful management of PPRP cases is that, to 

date, first instance courts do not appear to have invested efforts in formulating a common 

court practice. This is left to the second instance court, which naturally requires much 

more time to establish. The Law on Bankruptcy is expected to be revised imminently to 

address a number of shortcomings in the legal framework, which may have a positive 

impact on PPRPs.  
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Consensual financial restructuring explained 

In comparison to the PPRP, the CFR procedure is an institutional, voluntary and out-of-

court restructuring solution. It is modelled on international best practice (based on the 

INSOL Global Principles for Multi-Creditor Workouts) and is designed to facilitate 

mediation-driven negotiations between companies and banks as major creditors. Other 

creditors, such as key suppliers, may nonetheless participate on an equal footing with 

banks. Parties involved in the CFR are entitled to certain tax and banking incentives not 

otherwise available in private, out-of-court restructuring. These include: longer tax debt 

rescheduling, tax breaks for debt write-offs and more favourable reclassification of debtors 

within the banks’ balance sheets and books. However, the CFR procedure requires the 

participation of at least two banks, since it is aimed at incentivising multi-bank (rather than 

bilateral) restructuring. This requirement also seeks to prevent a party from potentially 

abusing the procedure in order to gain access to the tax and banking incentives.  

The CFR procedure is initiated when the debtor or a bank creditor files an application with 

the Serbian Chamber of Commerce and Industry (CCIS), the official mediating institution 

for consensual financial restructuring. If the basic legal prerequisites are met (for example, 

two banks participating), an individual mediator is appointed and a kick-off meeting is 

scheduled with all relevant parties. Several meetings between the debtor and its creditors 

may be held at the CCIS. The restructuring proposal is usually submitted by the debtor and 

is discussed with participating creditors, who may, given the voluntary nature of the 

procedure, decide to withdraw from the process at any given time. A moratorium on debt 

payments and enforcement may be agreed between the parties executing a standstill 

agreement to allow time and stability for negotiations. Nevertheless, execution of a formal 

standstill agreement rarely occurs in practice – many participating creditors fear that other 

creditors (especially those outside the process) will benefit from their standstill obligations 

because standstill agreements are private and only apply to parties subject to the 

agreement. The procedure is successfully completed on execution of a CFR agreement, or 

in some cases, multiple bilateral agreements between the debtor and key creditors. 

Benefits of consensual financial restructuring 

One of the major advantages of the CFR procedure is its confidentiality – no public 

disclosure is required – which alleviates reputational and public confidence concerns for 

the debtor (associated, for example, with the PPRP). If a common understanding is 

reached between the debtor and all its key bank creditors and the debtor has sufficient 

liquidity to continue meeting its ordinary financial (and supplier-related) obligations, this 

procedure seems to be sufficient and efficient for all participants. However, if not all key 

creditors agree, the PPRP may become necessary since the CFR does not contain a 

cramdown measure to impose a restructuring on minority dissenting creditors. CFR is 

typically a shorter procedure than the PPRP. On average CFR takes a few months to 

complete and some simple CFR cases have been completed within one month.9 Another 

advantage of CFR is an explicit statutory protection of the security positions10 of 

participating creditors. Any agreement to restructure under the CFR procedure does not 

trigger the novation of their claims, loss of security or the need to re-take security exams, 

all of which is costly and may undermine the position of participating creditors in relation 

to the debtor and other non-participating creditors. These are the risks associated with 

ordinary multi-party restructurings under the general legal framework. 

Implementation challenges 

Although the Law on Consensual Financial Restructuring was adopted in September 2011, 

it did not come into full effect until the spring of 2012 (when all the secondary 

implementing legislation became effective). Within the first two years, 25 cases were 

initiated, of which 14 were processed and eight successfully concluded. Out of the eight 

successful cases, three cases were concluded with a CFR restructuring agreement (in the 

form of an overriding creditors’ agreement) and in the remaining five cases, separate 

bilateral agreements were reached. While parties to bilateral agreements were not able to 

benefit from the CFR incentives, the CCIS had an active role in successfully mediating 

these agreements. 
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So far the number of CFR cases is significantly lower compared with the PPRP. An 

independent review and assessment of CFR cases conducted by the authors of this article 

and others under the guidance and sponsorship of the EBRD,11 reveals that most debtors 

involved in CFR are small and medium enterprises from the manufacturing sector. Several 

cases have, however, involved corporate groups. While companies applying for this 

restructuring procedure appear to have had viable businesses, an overwhelming majority 

of companies entering the process had their bank accounts “blocked” for over a year by 

creditors attempting to recover their claims. Where the businesses had insufficient 

liquidity, bank accounts remained “blocked”. In some cases, companies sustained 

operating losses for two to three years before initiating the process.  

On average eight creditors have been invited to participate in the CFR process, with nearly 

40 per cent of participating creditors being banks and financial institutions. This indicates 

that the process tends to be restricted to the largest and most critical creditors, as 

intended by the legislature. The duration of the process depends on the preparations and 

negotiations between the parties. On average it takes about 40 days from the initiation of 

the CFR case to the first meeting between parties. The CFR procedure is considerably 

cheaper than the PPRP with mediation costs capped at €5,500 for successfully completed 

cases and payable only in the event of a successfully completed mediation and execution 

of a CFR agreement.  

Nevertheless, one of the reasons for the low number of CFR cases appears to be the 

limited knowledge of the existence and understanding of the details/advantages of the 

CFR procedure among debtors (and, to some extent, banks). This underscores the need to 

raise public awareness about the procedure. Even though banks are generally familiar with 

the process and its details, including the CCIS’s role as institutional mediator, many are 

concerned about the voluntary nature of the process and the inability to bind other 

dissenting creditors. Another issue is that CFR may in some cases be triggered too late –

when the debtor’s financial condition is irredeemably impaired and formal court-driven 

proceedings (such as the PPRP or full bankruptcy proceedings) are more appropriate.  

The range of issues identified and experience to date, though limited, suggests that the 

CFR process would benefit from raising awareness, promoting specialised CFR training 

among certain groups of bankers, improving the skill-set and specialisation of mediators 

handling CFR cases and standardising some of the agreements frequently used in the 

process. Legal recognition of the CCIS as the institutional mediator in restructuring cases 

has enabled the CCIS to offer CFR mediation as a new service under the Centre for 

Services and Mediation. This has facilitated the development of a unified and structured 

approach to CFR because the CCIS handles all requests to initiate CFR proceedings, is 

responsible for overseeing the list of individual mediators, organises meetings and 

facilitates negotiations between the parties, which ultimately leads to the execution of 

debt standstill agreements and/or financial restructuring agreements. Although it appears 

that the CFR process requires further refinement and streamlining, this 

“institutionalisation” of services represents an opportunity for the future development of 

mediation services in effective resolution of CFR cases and the more widespread use of 

mediation in resolution of commercial disputes generally. 

Overall it appears that the Serbian legislature decided to offer two options to both troubled 

businesses and banks for the potential resolution of NPLs. While the approach of the 

legislature in relation to CFR is more flexible and less burdensome, the PPRP is a much 

more regulated (and transparent) exercise, undertaken before an independent court of law 

and providing sufficient protection (mainly) to minority creditors given its power to cram 

down dissenting minority creditors. With these new restructuring models, Serbia has joined 

a limited number of countries that offer a full scale of voluntary, hybrid and formal court-

supervised restructuring options for their businesses and banks. 
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Table: Comparing Croatia and Serbia/Frameworks for corporate restructurings 

Comparison criteria Croatia Serbia 

Legislative framework(s) for 

restructuring 

The Financial Operations and Pre-

Bankruptcy Settlement Act. 

PPRP – The Law on Bankruptcy 

(LoB). 

CFR – The Law on Consensual 

Financial Restructuring (LoCFR). 

Grounds for initiation of the 

procedure 

Up to 60 days of illiquidity or 21 days of 

insolvency. 

PPRP – permanent illiquidity 

(inability to pay debts for 45 days), 

pending illiquidity, or over-

indebtedness (insolvency). 

CFR – no explicit financial 

difficulties. 

Party/parties able to initiate 

the procedure  

The debtor. PPRP – the debtor. 

CFR – the debtor or the creditor. 

Effect of procedure on 

creditor enforcement rights  

Upon the formal opening of pre-

bankruptcy proceedings, any litigation and 

other court procedures are halted and 

only secured creditors with special 

security – for example, a pledge on real 

estate or movables – can enforce or 

continue to enforce their security. Before 

the procedure’s formal opening, creditors 

with a debenture note12 issued by the 

debtor are entitled to deliver it to FINA 

with a request for seizure of funds that 

can lead to an automatic freeze on all the 

debtor’s bank accounts by FINA. 

PPRP – the bankruptcy judge may, 

within five days of the plan being 

filed, prohibit enforcement against 

the secured and unsecured assets 

of the bankruptcy debtor. 

CFR – a moratorium on debt 

payments and enforcement may 

be agreed between the parties 

executing a standstill agreement to 

provide time and stability for 

negotiations. 

Appointment of insolvency 

office holder? 

A pre-bankruptcy trustee is appointed for 

the duration of the pre-bankruptcy 

procedure. 

PPRP – the bankruptcy judge may, 

upon the request of an interested 

party or ex officio, appoint an 

interim bankruptcy administrator 

or retain other experts to ascertain 

the accuracy of data referred to in 

the PPRP and to control payments 

from debtor’s accounts. 

CFR – none. 

Party/parties able to 

propose a restructuring 

plan/agreement 

The debtor is initially able to propose a 

plan, but creditors can propose a 

competing plan under certain conditions. 

PPRP – the debtor. 

CFR – both the debtor and 

creditors. 

Availability of cramdown (of 

dissenting creditors) 

Cramdown is available within each class 

of creditors if more than one half by value 

vote in favour or if two-thirds of creditors 

by value across all classes vote in favour 

of the plan.  

PPRP – cramdown is limited to the 

minority of creditors within each 

class of creditors. For a plan to be 

passed all classes must vote in 

favour and consenting creditors 

must represent in aggregate more 

than 50 per cent of creditors’ 

claims within each class. 

CFR – does not contain any 

cramdown mechanism enabling a 

restructuring to be imposed on 

minority dissenting creditors. 

Other conditions for 

confirmation of the 

restructuring 

plan/agreement 

The competent commercial court must 

confirm (with a decision) that all the 

procedural requirements of the 

administrative phase conducted before 

FINA have been fulfilled.  

PPRP – the court has to confirm 

the plan voted by the creditors. 

CFR – none.  
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1
 FINA, established in 2002, is a Croatian state entity with offices throughout the country and a 

wide set of responsibilities, including providing IT assistance for the State Treasury, financial 
mediation, currency exchange services and calculation, payments and control of obligatory 
contributions, taxes and surtaxes. 

2
 Article 29 Paragraph 1 of the Constitution of the Republic of Croatia. 

3
 Article 6 Paragraph 1 of the European Convention on Human Rights. 

4
 As of 26 June 2004. See www.iusinfo.hr (last accessed 30 July 2014). 

5
 "Official Gazette" RS 104/2009. 

6
 "Official Gazette" RS 36/2011. 

7
 So-called “cramdown” enables a debtor to force a minority of creditors to accept the terms of a 

plan that has been accepted by a majority of the creditors. Under the Serbian Law on 
Bankruptcy, cramdown is limited to the minority of creditors within each class of creditors. For a 
plan to be passed all classes must vote in favour of it and consenting creditors must represent 
in aggregate more than 50 per cent of creditors’ claims within each class. 

8
 Article 125 of the Law on Bankruptcy defines affiliated legal entities as parties related to 

debtor’s shareholders, debtor’s sister companies and similar. 

9
 Although at first glance the CFR and PPRP procedures appear to last for the same length of 

time, the filing of a PPRP is preceded by substantial debtor-creditor negotiations, which in the 
case of CFR are most often conducted during the course of the procedure. Thus, because of 
the additional formalities and other circumstances, the duration of a PPRP procedure (including 
the preceding negotiations) is somewhat longer. 

10
 This relates to strict security rights only, as banks and/or personal guarantees remain in place 

even after a successful restructuring (sometimes even under the previously existing terms, 
unless agreed otherwise).  

11
 In order to enable efficient and widespread implementation of consensual financial 

restructuring as a method of rearranging relationships between companies with financial 
difficulties and their creditors, specifically commercial banks, the CCIS, as the institutional 
mediator authorised by the Law on Consensual Financial Restructuring, with support from the 
European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD), is implementing a project called 
Support for Effective Implementation of the Consensual Financial Restructuring Law in Serbia 
(Out-of-Court Restructuring). The project is implemented by an international consortium of 

expert consultants, consisting of Partners Serbia, Andric Law Office, EMA Global (USA) and 
ADR Centre (Italy) with the active participation of the EBRD. The goal of the project is to 
promote greater use of the consensual financial restructuring procedure and to facilitate 
implementation of the Law on Consensual Financial Restructuring. The expected outcomes of 
the project are:  

 raised public awareness of the restructuring framework established by the Law on 
Consensual Financial Restructuring, particularly among small to medium-sized 
enterprises and the banking community 

 streamlined consensual financial restructuring procedure to ensure that it is as efficient 
as possible  

 strengthened role and interaction of key players, including the Centre for Services and 
Mediation of the CCIS. 

12
 A debenture note (in Croatian “zadužnica”) is a type of instrument issued by the debtor (and 

solemnised by notary public) in favour of the creditor, whereby the debtor specifically allows the 
creditor to collect the moneys evidenced by the instrument in the event that the underlying debt 
is not repaid. 

http://www.iusinfo.hr/

